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Cortical and Hippocampal attractors



Primary cortex: sensory 
motor areas

Unimodal and polymodal
association areas

Perirhinal and 
parahippocampal cortex

Entorhinal cortex

Hippo-
campus

The pyramid of memory



# of neurons >> # of 
input fibers

No prefered direction 
in the connections

Mostly excitatory 
synapses

Great convergence & 
divergence

Connections are very 
weak

Modifiable synapses

Associative 
memory at two 
levels

Braitenberg’s cortex

50% local, 50% long 
range
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Features categories:

• Perceptual (eg: is sharp)

• Functional (eg: used for 
lighting up)

• Associative (eg: typical of 
summer)

Embodied semantic memory



has 4 legs + has fur + has a tail + barks + is a pet + is friendly + 
hates cats

Testing retrieval



• Patients were found with a significant impairment in their knowledge 
about living things (animals + foodstuffs) as opposed to manmade 
artifacts (Warrington & Shallice, 1984).

• sensory/functional theory (Warrington & Shallice, 84), domain-specific
hypothesis (Caramazza & Shelton, 98).

• The network sustaining semantic memory is quite homogeneous but 
different categories have different typical correlation properties (McRee 
et al, 97; Tyler & Moss, 01; Sartori & Lombardi, 04).

Theoretical accounts

Category specific deficits



has 4 legs + has fur + has a tail + barks + is a pet + is friendly + 
hates cats

has 4 legs +has  fur + has a tail + meows + is a pet + is agnostic  towards 
humans

Testing retrieval



has 4 legs + has fur + has a tail + barks + is a pet + is friendly + 
hates cats

has 4 legs +has fur + has a tail + meows + is a pet + is agnostic  towards 
humans

Testing retrieval



1 with probability 0.5

-1 with probability 0.5

Misha
Tsodyks

1 with probability a

0 with probability (1-a)

One step back: correlations



Classical result: hebbian learning 
supports uncorrelated memories

Classical result: catastrophe 
associated to correlated memories

Wij= Σμ (ξiμ – a ).(ξjμ – a )

C

Correlated memories



Back to day 1: signal to noise analysis

If we set the popularity of all neurons to be roughly the same (and equal to the 
sparseness) then we regain Misha’s result

Correlated memories



Classical result: hebbian learning 
supports uncorrelated memories

Classical result: catastrophe 
associated to correlated memories

New result: a modification that supports correlated memories
New result: the performance is the same with uncorrelated memories

Wij= Σμ (ξiμ – a ).(ξjμ – a )

Wij= Σμ (ξiμ - ai).(ξjμ - aj)

popularity:  ak= 1/p Σμ ξkμ

C

Correlated memories



Local + History

Is a local rule         .       

Correlated memories



Studying the full system

Correlated memories
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Storing memories

Damaging the network

The storage capacity



C (# of afferent connections per neuron)
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“Information” Sμ= Σi ai (1-ai)
summed over active neurons in the pattern

Connectivity
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p
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The storage capacity

µSpC .min µ
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McRae feature norms

• 541 concepts described in 
terms of 2526 features

• xi
µ=1 if feature i  is 

included in the description 
of concept µ and xi

µ =0 
otherwise

Real data



Information Sf of concepts
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living

non living
living things are weaker than 
non living things

Category specific deficits



In order to store memories 
with non-trivial correlations 
(embodiment) we need to 
learn them through the 
tranformation

Informative memories 
become weak

One shot learning is 
not possible

Summing up



Primary cortex: sensory 
motor areas

Unimodal and polymodal
association areas

Perirhinal and 
parahippocampal cortex

Entorhinal cortex

Hippo-
campus

The one shot learner



CA1

CA3

DG

# Cells %Active
CA1 420.000 3

CA3 330.000 3

DG 1.000.000 0.4

EC 200.000 10

Expansion

Sparsification

Sparse but strong projection to CA3

Adult neurogenesis

The inverted bottleneck



CA1

DG

Pattern separation: 
Impose on CA3 
(even if against its 
will) orthogonal 
patterns of activity

Detonator synapses

Representations
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Alessandro
Treves



CA1

DG

Pattern separation: 
Impose on CA3 
(even if against its 
will) orthogonal 
patterns of activity

Representations

En
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CA3

Detonator synapses
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Neurogenesis

• Input fields are small

• They are non-overlaping



• New, highly specific, highly 
competitive neurons.

Neurogenesis

• New, highly excitable and 
unspecific neurons.

Hebbian learning +

Increasing levels of 
competition



Neurogenesis

• New, highly specific, highly 
competitive neurons.

• New, highly excitable and 
unspecific neurons.

Hebbian learning +

Increasing levels of 
competition

• As cells mature, they acquire adult-
like properties.
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Computational model

IAll to all inhibition



High inhibition



Low inhibition



Low → high inhibition



Computational model



Mathematical model

Novel input space

Juliana Reves

What are the limitations for pattern separation?



σDG

σEC

Novel input space

Fast dynamics: E-I balance

*



Inhibition
σ ini

σ fin

How can	inhibition increase selectivity?

Fast dynamics: E-I balance



*
σEC

σDG

Novel input space

Fast dynamics: E-I balance



*
σEC

σDG

Novel input space

Fast dynamics: E-I balance



*
σEC

σGD

Novel input space

Fast dynamics: E-I balance
ΔGD

Novel input space



σDG

σEC

Novel input space

Slow dynamics: learning

*

Fast

Slow



σDG

σEC

Novel input space

Slow dynamics: learning

*



σDG

σEC

Novel input space

Biological constrains

*



Cartoon explanation



Conclusions

For fixed weights, ωI and ωR control selectivity in the DG. 
However, they lead to different learning equilibria.

ωI controls the overall number of recruited neurons.

ωR controls selectivity and pattern separation.

The dynamics of inhibition can have
critical effects on the learning process



Holy mackerel, batman, the world is
full of unpredictable correlations!

cortex hippocampus

coding embodied orthogonalized
(needs recoding)

speed
slow  (needs 

repetition, 
consolidation)

one shot

Conclusions
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Computational model



Cartoon explanation



Cartoon explanation



Novel input space

σDG

ωI ωR
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Mathematical model

Juliana Reves



1 – Solve inhibition dynamics

Juliana Reves
σDG

σEC

σW

Novel input space



Juliana Reves

Novel input space

σDG

σW

σEC

2 – Solve learning dynamics



Juliana Reves
σDG

σEC

2 – Solve learning dynamics

Novel input space



Mathematical model

Novel input space

Juliana Reves

What are the limitations for pattern separation?



Juliana Reves
σDG

σEC

Novel input space

Mathematical model
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Computational model



If F(x) decays exponentially

If F(x) decays as a power law

F(x)

The storage capacity



- Pattern  #2 active

The storage capacity



The storage capacity


